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Hide Project Presents...
The Prestiage

Why This Effect is SO Powerful?
It is the vehicle for you to customize
different outcomes for different
audiences!  Think about that sentence
for a few seconds so you can
appreciate the value of Prestige.  The
possibilities are incredible, it can be
used for comedy magic, evoke
emotional responses or anything else.

Some Possible Routines: 1) You ask a
participant to choose the future for the
world by displaying five boards with five
numbers on it. The participant  makes

their selection and you reveal to the audience what they selected which reads
“PEACE,” which is good thing of course.   The spectator’s chosen word is not fully
appreciated until the revelation of all the other numbers reads “WAR.”   This is a
gifted spectator that knows something about knowing the right choice… But
remember the spectator nor the audience was able to see the words written until
“AFTER” the spectator makes his selection!

If desired you can also perform the effect
with all the number off of the boards. You
can use either the supplied plastic holders
(which gives you an additional effect with the
numbers) or any holder at all such as
notebook holder.  Or if you wish you can
simply put the cards next to any object on
your table.   You can make any single card
change, whether they are in the foldable clear
plastic holder or on the table next to an
object!

The POWER advantage of this gimmick is that you can activate it whenever you
want and it is absolutely invisible to spectators. It’s “locked” until you’ve unlocked
it! Everything comes in a elegant custom made velvet protection bag to protect
your entire set.

Important Points:  The plastic is durable and will last you for a long time.  You
can write on your gimmick only one time, it is not removable.  In the tutorial, we
will give you seven possible routines, so you can choose your favorite one.

Note: This item is NOT eligible for any Coupons or other Specials
per our agreement.

$125

Stevens Magic Exclusive
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Stop Squawking—Buy Baukin!

The Powerful Books Of  Larry Baukin all
available at Stevens Magic Emporium

Cold Reading .....................................................$255

Unholy Grail ......................................................$185

Dream Dewller .....................................................$65

Magic Speak ......................................................$150

All of  these books are
highly recommended

by Magic’s Best!
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Gimpy’s

Mini Lighter Light
Heavy Box

New Smaller Size!
Nobody comes close to Gimpy’s
Magic when it comes to light heavy
boxes. And now everyone can
afford to have a Gimpy-built light
heavy box.

The deception continues! Our most
popular light heavy box has been
improved. It’s now angle-proof and
even easier to use. Less moves are
required for the automatic set-up.

This box looks just like a small cardboard box—because it is. Show all sides and
THE BOTTOM. Inside is a high quality aluminum cast gimmick, no plastic here.
The proprietary design and method are like nothing that others offer in the market.
The box is self-contained and requires no special or heavy table. The box does not
wiggle or make any sound. At only 6 x 6 x 6 inches, it’s easy to toss into a suitcase
and is perfect for any venue. Talk about “pack small, play big!”

As a bonus you receive detailed
instructions on how to perform a light
heavy routine. Learn the real secrets
at play outside the box that Gimpy has
discovered. Instructions to replace the
cardboard box are included. Use with
or without our performance mat, not
included.

Box Dimensions: 6 x 6 x6 inches
(square)

“I am especially proud of this
particular Light & Heavy Chest. It’s the culmination of everything I know about
this prop put into a simple, everyday box and now for the first time the bottom
of the box can be visually shown.” – Gimpy.

$195
Check out other Gimpy items on the

Stevens Magic Website!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mini-cardboard-light-heavy-box-by-gimpy/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Andres Sebring’s

I-Force
During the pandemic, all of Andreas’s stage
shows was cancelled. Instead, he focused
on effects that could be performed
seemingly impromptu and in smaller
groups. He was aiming for a forcing tool
that could blend in, in almost any modern
situation. A smartphone is the optimal tool,
everyone has one and it doesn’t look like
an odd object when placed on a table.

As with all of his creations he paid a lot of
attention to the the details. It should look
like an average phone with a case and it
should be handled seemingly careless. No

palming or hiding flaps or similar. And he wanted to be able to force two words.

The result became the I-Force—a utility device for the modern mind reader. You
will recieve the I-Force gimmick that can be customized for any two words that
you want to use or you can use any of the included words and ideas for routines.
You also get a dummy phone, which fits in the case.

$90

Look Sharp 2.0
The Look Sharp concept is simple, but
extremely ingenious. Imagine being able to turn
a sharpie marker (something we all use) in to a
chosen playing card, even in your spectators own
hands. NOW THAT’S A REVELATION!

Wayne’s Look Sharp gimmick contains two
revelations. One is the full card revelation and
the other a very sneaky revelation built in to the
design. Look Sharp can be performed as a
stand alone piece or part of a longer routine.
Look Sharp even makes a perfect ending for a
multiple card selection routine. Look Sharp can
even be performed with a signed card! Look
Sharp is ideal for any performing situation.

Look Sharp comes complete with two custom
printed Look Sharp cards, A PDF file to make your own Look Sharp Cards and
an instructional DVD covering complete routines, bonus tips and handlings.

$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/iforce-by-andreas-sebring-metalwriting/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/159284/
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Henry Harrius Presents...
Cube In A

Bottle
Leave it to Henry!  A gamechanger in
cube magic! With this project, we
introduce the perfect finale to all existing
cube magic routines. You are now able
to magically SMASH a cube inside a jar!
Right away, you hand out the impossible
object for examination and give it away
as a souvenir.  WATCH THE VIDEO ON
OUR WEBSITE!

“Henry, you have a real winner with
this one!  you’ve taken the impossible
bottle plot to a new level and I can’t
inagine a simpler and yet more effective

way to perform this effet! I will be adding this to my hidden wonders show, it’s
going to kill!”  --Shawn Farquhar

Here’s what you get... Everything you need to perform the trick. New exclusively-
designed gimmicks, 1 Cube In Bottle Refill, 5 RD Paper Bags, 1 RD Cube, 2 set of
Stickers and Full video instructions (50 minutes)

$155

Venom
Cube

This might be the CLEANEST and
MOST DIRECT matching effect you have
ever seen. In the past years, Henry has
brought us revolutionary gimmicks on
every aspect in cube magic. Now he has
finally decided to release his most guarded
secret in the matching effect: THE
VENOM CUBE.

Q: Can I perform this if I don’t know
how to solve a cube? - - Yes you can. If
you mixed it up accidentally, we have
complete guide on how can reset it using
an app in the tutorial.  Watch the Video
on our website.

“The method is just as devious as the trick itself!  Henry is a genius!”
--Shin Lim

$155

Highly Recommended!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cube-in-a-bottle-henry-harrius/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/venom-cube-by-henry-harrius/
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Magic Dream’s

Room 66
What if a simple key tag became the ultimate
Peek tool? A secret weapon you’ll always
have on you? A tool so harmless and
universal that no one will suspect it is your
best routine or your trusted secret weapon
enabling you to perform incredible feats of
mentalism! This is a modern billet!

Yoan Tanuji, Axel Vergnaud and Dylan
Sausset are three working performers who
vested years of performance experience and

their creative minds to create Room 66. These magicians and mentalists wanted
above all to offer you a real routine, with a useful everyday object known to all, yet
above all, a gimmick that is truly PRACTICAL!  This can be something you can
easily use in each of your performances. They realized they have created something
much bigger than a strong routine—they have created a remarkable utility that
could very well be the most powerful product you will purchase in the field of
mentalism.

Room 66 fits in your pocket and offers you
all the advantages to be able to read the mind
of your audience at any time. This innocent
key chain will allow you to perform incredible
routines and will become part of your
repertoire as soon as you discover its secret
and unleash its amazing potential!

Imagine... A spectator writes whatever he
wants on the key tag: a room number, a
date of birth, a first name, a city/country,
he can even draw without ever showing it. After erasing it, you will be able to
capture this thought in a blink of an eye, without your audience knowing, and then
reveal it according to your own staging.

A video tutorial of almost an hour is provided so that you can choose from several
handling and presentations. You will find the idea and the scenario that fits your
style, THE method that will make this effect “killer” and indispensable to your
arsenal!  More than a peek, this key tag will allow you to: do an instant stooge, use
it as a pre-show, perform an incredible Master Prediction effect.  Highly
recommended by Top Pros!  See website for endorsements!

You will receive:  The Room 66 Gimmick, a clip to put it on any set of keys and
a marker.

$38.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/room-66-magic-dream-blue/
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Lee Alex’s

Old MacDonald
Gag Bag

A breath of fresh life for the traditional Gag
Bag effect married with the internationally
famous children’s song “Old MacDonald
Had A Farm.” The outside of the bag
shows the barn where all the animals live.

Lots of fun and audience participation as
the audience is encouraged to guess which
animals are on Old MacDonald’s farm. The
animals can be shown in any order under
the control of the magician. The audience
can sing along to “Old MacDonald” and,
of course, can also make the sounds as
each animal is shown by turning the bag
inside out.

Includes an additional optional routine
idea by celebrated comedy magician and
illusionist RAFAEL from Belgium... The
magician is helping Old MacDonald to find
the missing dog on the farm. The children
see a picture of the dog when the bag is
turned inside out. The magician fails to see
the dog. More and more animals are
shown, a different one each time, but the
magician never sees the dog. In the end
the magician looks inside Old MacDonald’s
bag and this time the audience sees a
silhouette of where the dog should be –
the dog has disappeared!  The magician

looks once again inside the bag and finds the dog’s “leash” (which is in fact a long
modeling balloon). The balloon is blown up and the magician makes a model dog
which is given to the birthday child or a helper.

You also receive a 2D cut out of the dog which can be found on your back or the
back of a child helper or anywhere else you wish.  Brightly colored custom-printed
fabric featuring 6 different familiar farm animals:  DOG (and silhouette) – COW –
PIG – LAMB – DUCK – CHICKEN (Show as many or as few as you wish).

Bag measures approximately 30 cm x 30 cm (12 inches x 12 inches).  Cut out dog
approximately 18 cm x 16 cm (7 inches x 6 inches).

Incredible Quality!     Introductory Price...$60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/old-macdonald-gag-bag-lee-alex/
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Wallets and More Wallets
Speed Loader

Plus Wallet
The method of the loading system is 100%
unique. We have only ever seen this on the
Speed Loader Wallet.

What do all magicians want from their card
to wallet? To be able to load it fast and
smooth, with zero fumbling. This creative
method has answered every one of these
questions. No slides, nothing to ditch, no

weird-looking pockets. The wallet itself is the loading system.  Trust us, you will
love this wallet. They are made from top-quality leather. This is a hip-sized billfold
wallet—it fits into any jeans pocket, pants pocket or in your favorite jacket.

The Speed Loader Plus can be used as your regular wallet, it holds bills and
credit cards.  Comes complete with a URL link that directly takes you to eight
incredible handlings.  Highest recommendation.

$60
Allakazam Presents...

Jameson Wallet
Iain Bailey has created a card to wallet for
the modern performer. The days of the
large jacket wallet are over— they looked
so out of place in today’s world. They are
big, fat, clunky and old fashioned. Iain has
created the Jameson Wallet based on the
design of his Mont Blanc wallet. It’s a super
thin, minimalist-style wallet that will not look
out of place with any performer—whether
you carry it in your suit jacket pocket, jeans
back pocket or handbag.

The Jameson Wallet design is clean and neutral so it will fit perfectly with magicians
of any gender. Finally, a card to wallet that really does look like a regular wallet!
Manufactured is high-quality leather this wallet will certainly become part of your
every day carry.

The James Wallet also comes with an instruction video that will teach you
everything you need to know on how to use your new CTW and even includes
some cool bonus ideas.

“The Wallet is perfect using as a wallet just for magic gimmicks and effects, it
doesn’t even need to be your real wallet to use its so sleek!” --Jiro

$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/speed-loader-plus-wallet/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jameson-wallet-by-ian-bailey-a-modern-card-to-wallet/
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Sean Taylor Exclusives!
4-Gone Illusion

Up to four spectators select
four different cards by simply
telling the magician when to
stop while riffling the deck,
only glimpsing the card. After
the selections are made the
deck is place down
immediately, the four cards are
gone from the deck without
touching it any further, you can
now then spread the deck face
up anyway you like showing
that all four cards selected are

completely vanished from the deck, not only that but they can reappear anywhere—
your pocket, under their seats, in the rafters, truly anywhere you can think of.

No Sleights.  No Rough Smooth. High Quality Gimmick. Up to Four Spectators
Select Cards. Vanish Instantly! Reappear anywhere!

$24.50
Flip Out

Combining the time tested ideas of the “52 on 1”
card and the “Magicians Insurance Policy”, Flip
Out gives you the ultimate comedy card revelation
that packs flat yet plays big.

Suitable for any size audience, Flip Out can be
presented close-up, or on the largest stage.

• Custom made gimmick.
• Fully scripted routine.
• Multiple handlings taught.
• Online tutorial for instant access.
• Perfect for live performances or online shows.

Sean Taylor is one of the most sought after
entertainers and speakers in Australia. His razor sharp wit, hilarious audience
management and cheeky humour make him a natural for the Aussie corporate
environment. His widely acclaimed books (MindStorms & MindCoaster)
compliment his best selling effects, including On Target, Pineapple Surprise, Crazy
Man’s Marked Deck & many more.

Now, update your act with a solid 5-minute crowd pleaser that will never fail to
get a great reaction. Piper Magic presents Sean Taylor’s Flip Out.

$24.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/4gone-illusion-sean-taylor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flip-out-the-ultimate-comedy-card-revelation/
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Killer Cards!
Lethal
Tender

“They were fooled in less time than it
takes to pick a card.” 1982 the magic
community was hit with Lethal Tender
by Steve Dusheck Jr and it became such
a commercial success that it was
immediately copied and reproduced
without permission.

Thankfully, Airship Magic Mfg. and the
Dusheck Estate have teamed up and are
bringing you the ONLY licensed Lethal

Tender being produced. Every set has maintained the integrity and soul of Steve
and his family. We value love over money and each set is made with nothing less.

The sets are completely upgraded to modern materials and no longer use the
standard Chinese coins. Until now, Lethal Tender as Steve performed it was
only available at lectures. Proudly and honorably this product includes Steve’s
handling’s (two of them!) that are exactly as he performed them.  Regular Coins
may show wear or aging due to circulation.

$36
Serial Killer Deck

The Serial Killer Deck is suitable for all
performance types, with themes spanning from
the heroic capture of these depraved individuals
to the truly macabre, and everything in between.
Incredible routines included from Christopher
Taylor, Rolando Santos and Vince Wilson make
this deck a powerful performing tool right out of
the box, or let your own imagination run wild
with the new plots, themes, and possibilities
offered by the Serial Killer Deck.

Contains:  A deck of 54 high-quality playing cards
depicting different serial killers and famous
murders from around the word. Half of the deck depict killers who were active
prior to the year 1900 and half depict killers who were active after the year 1900.
Ten “quote cards”, each with a famous quote from one of the murders. Two
Reference cards with full lists of the killers and their corresponding card values.
Subtle one-way-back design.  Double-back card. Blank-face card with matching
back.  Routines by Christopher Taylor, Rolando Santos and Vince Wilson.  Two
bonus routines by Christopher Taylor ($30 download value included at no extra
cost).  Separate PDF containing portraits and information about some of the victims
(for use in one of the included routines).

$25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lethal-tender-steve-duscheck-air-ship-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-serial-killer-deck/
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Mental Masterpieces!
Todd Karr’s

Comedy Mentalism Kit
This is a set of Todd Karr’s reimagined
collection of mentalism gag predictions. A lot
of work has gone into the photography and
artwork, so it looks professional and not
childish. Depending on how you present them
they could get big laughs or huge groans.

You can use all of them as one routine, pick
the ones you like for a shorter routine, use them
one at a time as a running gag between other
routines, or as emcee bits between performers.

The Pocket-Size edition, which fits in your
pocket, is a great way to introduce yourself or
your magic with a quick laugh.

Here are just a few effects that are included:
Baby Gag, Bar Code Gag, 52 on 1 Gag, The No Gag and lots more!

$20

Meir Yedid’s
Predict Perfect

An outstanding prediction effect where you have
100% control. This routine is a reputation maker. It
has every performance quality needed to make it into
a classic. It is self-working. Learned in minutes.
Immediately repeatable. No memory work. No
stooges. No complicated mathematics. Self
contained. Can be performed up-close or on stage.
You will love the method as well as the effect. It is a
pure pleasure to perform.

Three spectators are handed some cards with
numbers on them. Each calls out a number from his
set (free choice) creating a three-digit number (free
choice). This is repeated until you have three different, three-digit, numbers. All
the numbers are added and the total matches the prediction, which could have
been mailed to them in advance.

Comes with nine specially printed jumbo cards (5 x 7 inch Card Stock) and an
illustrated instruction booklet. Can be repeated 198 times with different outcomes.
Self-working.

$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/comedy-mentalism-kit-pocket-edition/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/predict-perfect-by-meir-yedid/
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Truly Baffling!
Jumbo 52 B’Wave

The most baffling prediction, with a mind-
blowing climax by Inaki Zabaletta.

The magician shows a blue-backed jumbo
deck to a spectator explaining it contains
a prediction. Then he says he has another
deck, but it’s very special; it’s an invisible
deck. A spectator chooses a color from
the invisible deck and then he selects any
value and any suit with ABSOLUTE
FREEDOM, for example the 5 of Hearts.
The magician takes the jumbo blue-backed
deck and when he spreads the cards,
everyone can see there’s only one card
face-up: it’s the 5 of Hearts. Then he turns
the 5 of Hearts face-down, showing it’s

the only card with a red-back. But that’s not all; the magician spreads all the deck
showing all the faces are blank.

New and improved method.  Specially printed and manufactured jumbo cards.
Includes video download with step-by-step explanations.  Three strong climaxes.
Ideal for mentalism, parlor, stage and virtual shows
Instant reset.

Highly Recommend!           $50

Pass Card
Visual Magic at its BEST!  The magician picks
up a card with a red back and one with a blue
back (if desired, he could take them out from
two decks). He shows them both back and front,
and places them diagonally overlapping each
other. Without any cover, the card at the back
VISIBLY melts right through the front card!

Simply incredible! There is a multitude of
opportunities limited only to your imagination
with the incorporation of these quality crafted
gimmicks.

Very visual.  Perfect for Parlor Magic and Social Media Magic. Easy to do. You will
always carry it with you.

The following is supplied: Two Bicycle cards ready to perform the effect, the video
instructions and an extra that will allow you to give a long life to the gimmick
provided.

$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/52-b-wave-jumbo-2-0/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pass-card-jl-magic/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!

Tiger Eye Sphere
Another mental miracle you will have
fun with!  Fools spectators, will fool
you too!

A simple plaque of wood upon which
sits three small metal cups.  Mentalist
introduces a Tiger Eye Sphere and the
spectator is asked to secretly place the
Tiger Eye Sphere under any of the three cups and then turn all cups over.
Mentalist is then able to decipher the cup the Tiger Eye Sphere is under!

There are no sleights.  No electronics.  No skill needed.  Cleverly
constructed.  Metal cups are not gaffed and there are no magnets either.  No
threads.  Nothing inside the wooden plaque.  You will love performing this miracle.
And it’s priced right, too.  Louis Gaynor quality at its best!

$75

Pete Biro’s
Plumber’s Poles

Pete Biro has taken the best of two effects, the Chinese Sticks and the Histed Sticks
(commonly knows as the Pom Pom Sticks) and produced a prop and routine that
spells ENTERTAINMENT. Millions have bought the “slum” versions of the Chinese
Sticks, but when they see this version they are baffled because they don’t have to be
tilted to work. These are “no-tilt”, “no-work” sticks made from items obtained at a
plumbing supply store, to give them the impromptu look, and like Ken Brooke said,
“They are a funny prop and set up the laughs before you even do the routine.”
Developed from an original concept of Terry Seabrooke and brought to completion
by Pete Biro. Great as an MC filler, trade show item for a hardware or plumbing
supply firm or any Do-It-Yourself outfit. Also known as Plumber’s Sticks.

 $50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/plumbers-pole-pete-biro/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tiger-eye-sphere-gaynor-exclusive/
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William Tell
Card Frame

A beautiful, walnut tray (built for us by our
master craftsman—Louie Gaynor) to
accommodate three playing cards as shown.
Any three cards can be used and they are just
normal cards out of any deck!

The cards are placed face down, (these are not
marked cards).  The performer can leave the
room or turn their back as one of the cards on
the tray is picked up and looked at and returned
to the tray.  IMMEDIATELY, the performer
picks out the selected card!   The effect is
baffling and beyond conception.

No confederates! No marked cards! No electronics!  This is a clean effect! Use
your own cards.  You will marvel at its secrets.  Perfect impromptu, close-up effect.

$47.50

Award-Winning...Ultissimo
This effect represents the last word in mentalism!  It is simplicity at its best.  Two
volunteers are handed blank-face cards and told to merely think of a card when
they stare at the blank-face cards! No one but them knows the cards they are
thinking of.  Mentalist takes two more blank-face cards and after concentrating,
writes on the back side (with a Sharpie) two cards that he is thinking of!  He places
these two predictions in the stand, back side to the audience.  He then takes up
the deck of cards and asks which cards they were thinking of and then pulls out
these exact cards and places them in the stand with the faces showing.  The
magician now revolves the stand to REVEAL that his predictions written
impossibly match the freely selected spectators cards!  Comes complete
with stand, cards, Sharpie and detailed instructions. Everything can be examined.

With Permission From Owen’s Magic...$165

Stevens Magic Exclusives

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultissimo-exclusive-louie-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/william-tell-card-frame-louie-gaynor/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Louie Gaynor’s

Checker X Necklace
A GREAT OLD CLASSIC—RE-DONE!
Revived in bright candy colors. Now
larger to be more visable. Wonderful
for stage or parlor. Great routine with
audience involvement and
entertainment!

The “Magi” shows a long piece of rope
and four large wooden color ful
checkers. These checkers have a hole

in the center of each one. Any one of the colorful
checkers can be selected by the audience helper
and threaded onto the cord while the remaining
three checkers are slipped over the cord and
tied in place, making somewhat of a large candy-
colored necklace. The rope and checkers are
placed over the magician’s neck for a moment,
and the spectator is asked to remove any of the
checkers. He cannot do this!

The checker necklace is now placed over the
head of the spectator and hung down their back.
It is IMPOSSIBLE for any of the checkers
“slipped on” to be removed from the cord! The

first checker blocks one end of the cord and the spectator’s neck blocks the other
end of the cord.

Yet in the blink of an eye, the magician can hand the spectator the three slipped-
on checkers. And one at a time they have been removed from the cord while
hanging around the spectator’s neck!  This effect
could well be called a classic as it has stood the
“test of time” for professional entertainment!

• 100% Examinable
• High Gloss Paint
• Checkers are 4 inches in diameter—larger and
     more visisble than most previous versions.
• Excellent for children & adult shows!
• Audience participation and interaction
• Very visible!
• Easy to perform!
• Includes display stand!

   $75

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/checker-x-necklace-improved-louie-gaynor/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Block Off  Cord Revisited
A block penetrates a rope, simply and beautifully—
once or many times.  Even in the spectator’s own
hands!  Each time more amazing than the last!
This trick has fooled some of the best minds in
magic due to the fact of the very subtle and simple
method used to accomplish the trick.

You will receive a length of rope with stiff brass
end covers.  A hand-crafted, old world-style solid
Wooden Block approximately 3 inches in size.
(This quality of block has been off the market for
many years.)  Each block and rope is handmade
by Louis Gaynor and Shawn Reida.  These are a
working performer’s model that is durable and
will last a lifetime.

Various suggested routines are included as well as Shawn’s
3-phase routine that he perfected over time.  We know you
will enjoy this classic effect in your show. An impossible
penetration.

 $55

Louie Gaynor’s Color-A-Rama
An original effect created by “Chop-Chop” (Al Wheatley).  Three colored
balls (red, yellow, black), sit on a numbered stand. A spectator mentally chooses one ball
and, while the performer’s back is turned, silently changes the places of the other two
balls. Now the performer asks the spectator to exchange any two balls, and to call out
their numbers. This is repeated any number of times. When finished, the performer
turns around and immediately discloses the color of the ball mentally selected
by the spectator! IMPOSSIBLE, yet true! No sleights! No confederates! No gimmicks!
No electronics! No magnets!  An old principle dressed up in a most colorful way. An
effect that you will so enjoy performing! Large Size: 2-inch balls on 8.5x2.5x1-inch
wood stand. Small Size: 1-inch balls on 5x1x.5-inch wood stand.

Jr. Size...$47.50          Regular Size...$97.50

The trick that
fooled Einstein!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/color-a-rama-jr-size-gaynor-color-a-rama/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/block-off-cord-revisited-louie-gaynor/
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives
Lloyd Chambers—Thayer’s

Obedient Ball
A round, solid walnut ball that is approximately 3 inches
in diameter with a 7/8-inch round hole in the middle of
the ball is shown.  The performer takes one of the handles
and threads one end of the handle through the ball.

The ball then falls freely up and down the cord.  Performer
then asks questions of the ball... one stop for yes and
two stops for no.  The Obedient Ball then stops on
command in the middle of the cord. Impossible! This
can be repeated over and over.  When finished, the
performer can hold up the ball again to show absolutely

nothing inside the ball.  Self-working.  Ball can be inspected.  This is the finest type
of Obedient Ball made for the magic world!

The Obedient Ball is made out of black walnut and turned
out of one piece of wood.  The cord is approximately 3 feet
long.  Each ball has its own beauty and is different.
Each ball has 10 coats of high quality lacquer.  Each handle is
turned out of walnut.  Ball can be inspected.  SELF-WORKING!
Created by our own master craftsman, Louie Gaynor.

$150

Bob Ostin’s
Comedy Mental Transmitter
A fabulous routine that is PERFECT for parlor, stage
or intimate settings!  Guaranteed laughs!  Easy to
carry in your pocket.  It is hard to believe that such
a tiny piece of apparatus can be so powerful!

The performer announces that with the help of his
special device, he can transmit thoughts from one
mind to another!  A card is freely selected, and the
spectator is asked to concentrate on the card.  This
“mental transmitter” is brought out and wound up.
At the right moment the transmitter button is
pressed.  Another spectator seated on the opposite side of the room immediately
names the card!  No skill required.  The transmitter does it all for you.

It is an act in itself, and experienced performers will “glean” so much
entertainment and joy out of this effect! There are NO electronics to worry
about.  No batteries are needed.  Self-contained.

$47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/obedient-ball-lloyd-chambers-thayer/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/comedy-mental-transmitter-bob-ostin-manufactured-by-louie-gaynor/
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Louie Gaynor
Presents...

Magic Puzzle
Tabletop Version

Elegance defined is the best way to
describe ZZM’s tabletop edition of the
Magic Puzzle.   Crafted by Louie Gaynor,
who is respected and renowned in the
art.  Several of Louie’s pieces offered
on a recent auction fetched well beyond
the original price.

The effect is without doubt one of the
most amazing and if there ever was a
definition for beautifully deceptive this
effect is that.  We believe that you
already are aware of the effect but if

you’re not please access our website for full
details. We anticipate demand for this tabletop
unit to be high as it continues to be for the
parlor version of Harold Voit’s Magic Puzzle
also made by Louie Gaynor.

Pay attention to the details because that is
exactly what you will find here and nowhere
else.  Notice the mitered hinges on both the
box and the Walnut frame.   This tabletop model
is of the highest quality constructed from Baltic
Birch (for the puzzle pieces).  The case is also crafted from Baltic Birch and Walnut.

The wood frame is constructed from Walnut
and features Maple corner inlays.  These inlays
serve double duty—they are aesthetically
pleasing and provide additional support for the
mitered corners.   Notice the latches applied
also resonate style and elegance as well as
providing exceptionally secure closure. Each
unit hallmarked—LUE.    Approximate
Dimensions are 6.25 inches wide by 6.75
inches tall and 1.25 inches thick. Weight  is
16 ounces.  Solid construction and handmade,

as you would expect from a Louie Gaynor piece and with special authorization
from Harold Voit to be sold exclusively at Stevens Magic Emporium.

$255

Stevens Magic Exclusive

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-puzzle-tabletop-version-zzm-louie-gaynor/
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Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  25.00 .................. $8.50

$ 25.01 to$  50.00 .................... $10.50

$ 50.01 to$100.00 .................... $12.50

$100.01 to$200.00 .................... $15.00

Over $200.00 .................... $18.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply on
the majority of orders. SME reserves the right to
choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the phrase
“minimum ship charge” is included in the above tiers.

SHIP TO:

Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

PAYMENT METHOD:

  MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________
Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Qty TotalItem PriceDescription

Total
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House Of Magic Presents...
Buma’s

The Monkey’s Paw
The Monkey’s Paw is a most utilitarian prop,
designed to seemingly channel supernatural
powers, to know the thoughts of audience
members, and in turn, physically take hold of
their lent objects, to later release them upon
command as—if from an unearthly power.

Performance Attributes:
Perform standing, seated with or without a
table.  Instantly repeatable. Examinable by
audience members. Compact in size, fits in
your pocket.  Perform walk-around as well as
tablehopping. No Electronics.  Incorporate
audience lent objects into any performance—
playing cards, Sharpie Pen,  paper currency,
candy or similar borrowed objects.

The Monkey’s Paw consist of a custom-crafted, fully detailed, life-size “Mummified
Paw” that performs magic like no other BUMA prop
to date!

Specifics:
The Monkey’s Paw measures approximately 4.25
inches tall by 2.5 inches wide by 1.75 inches at the
wrist.  It incorporates a braided loop of black Kevlar
cord threaded through its wrist with two glass beads
threaded onto the black Kevlar cord.  The Monkey’s
Paw includes Buma’s complete photographed step-
by-step detailed instruction sheets.

Buma’s custom made Monkey’s Paw currently is
offered in two options. We have worked with
Christopher Bogucki a seasoned performer in the
Bizarre magick field. Christopher understands
presentation is almost everything and he has
constructed his custom, antiquated box specifically for Buma’s Monkey Paw.
The ambience and energy that it contributes to this already amazingly eye-catching
product is the definition of synergy.  True fact, we had several customer’s actually
inquire to us if the Monkey’s Paw was authentic.  The answer is YES, it’s authentic
to Buma’s creative mind.  Christopher’s box serves more than just a storage
container for the Monkey’s Paw, it features a special gimmick you will appreciate.

The Monkey’s Paw Std...$125
The Monkey’s Paw With Boguki Box...$199.50

Boguki Box Extra Cost

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-monkeys-paw-by-buma-house-of-magic-presents/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-monkeys-paw-by-buma-house-of-magic-presents/
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Buma’s Orb
Buma’s most talked about effect! An incredible
winner and a complete sellout at Blackpool!

Imagine a solid metal GOLD ORB is freely shown
and placed upon a spectator’s open palm.  With the
slightest flourish of the magician’s hand, the ORB is
seen to vanish form the spectator’s open palm.  As
if that is not enough, the spectator can drop the ORB
into a borrowed glass of water and the glass is then
swirled around to cause the ORB to completely
VANISH from the bottom of the filled glass!  Exciting and Flash Magic (See
Buma’s video demo and for other effect that can be performed with the ORB!)

$50

Buma’s Amber
So, imagine this... The performer
introduces a piece of Golden “Fossilized
Resin” Amber, it is seen to contain
within its clear hardened resin center an
embedded spider! The performer upon
retaking hold of the Amber proceeds
to demonstrate how the spider found its
way to being entrapped within the
Amber. He does this by momentarily
encircling his fingers around the Amber,
at sometime he requests one of the
spectators to extend out one of their
hands palm up. The performer then
visibly holds the Amber with its
entombed spider just above the
spectator’s out stretched palm and
request all to focus on the entrapped
spider. As they do this they suddenly
begin to see the spider ever so slightly
move within the Amber. The movement

continues when all of a sudden the spider leaps FREE onto the spectators
outstretched palm, leaving the solid piece of “Fossilized Resin” Amber now visibly
empty of its once entrapped and entombed spider. The spider now lies free on the
outstretched open palm of the SHOCKED spectator and in full view of the
astonished audience. Hand crafted—one at a time—by Buma in limited
numbers assuring you BUMA quality and originality...

Performance Attributes: Perfect for table hopping & walk around—perform
while standing or seated. Props fit in your pocket. Involves no lapping or sleeving.

$65

House Of Magic Exclusive!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/amber-buma-house-of-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bumas-orb-house-of-magic/
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Sebring Exclusives!

The Astral Traveler
You place an envelope in front of the spectator
and show him a bunch of tickets from all
around the world. The tickets can be spread
and showed individually. The spectator peek
at one ticket to see a destination. He is then
asked to, in his mind only, associate this
country with a city and a special place. You
start to reveal how the spectator thinks, not
only the destination but also his feelings and
his thoughts and expectations about this place.
You ask him to think of the letters in the
country and you write down your impressions.
You get the country right, but during the
mindreading you also got new impressions
from the spectator. It turns out that you have
received the letters for the city but in an
anagram.  As a kicker you ask the
spectator to open the envelope. In the envelope is a postcard from the
place he thought off. Exceptional Quality!

Available in THREE different predictions—perfect for repeat performances.
1.  Egypt/Cairo/The Pyramids. 2.  China/Peking/The Wall of China
3.  France/Paris/The Eiffel Tower

$65

Saga Tarot Deck & Book
From Andreas Sebring comes – The SAGA
reading system is a result of Andreas’s work
as a psychic reader. The mnemonics SAGA
will easily help you to learn the
Symbolic, the Associated, the General
and an Alternative meaning of each
Tarot card and put it all together in a
psychic reading.  If you are interested in
giving readings, but never put enough time
into learning the Tarot. This will help you
straight away. After just 20 minutes of studying
the deck and reading this manuscript you will
be able to give brief readings.

You will learn—how to read the cards in different performance situations, ethical
aspects of psychic readings, how to build your intuition, how to build your
atmosphere, how to structure a reading, fortune telling and how to use the SAGA
deck in magic.  We urge you to visit our website for complete details, which is
extensive as well as all the powerful testimonials from the industries top minds.

$65

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-saga-tarot-book-and-tarot-deck-andreas-sebring/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-astral-traveler-by-andreas-sebring-france-edition/
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Defying Gravity?!
Losander Floating Table

With Anti Gravity Box
The Losander Table™ is a perfect levitation
effect. It can be performed under ANY conditions,
even surrounded. Imagine a solid table which
mysteriously begins to rise from the floor and then
suddenly takes off. This table floats all over the
place.

Dirk Losander as the inventor of the Losander
Floating Table™, wants to make sure he credits
Tommy Wonder as the inspiration of this effect.
Losander’s work is approved by the Tommy
Wonder estate! All Losander Tables come with
a protective foam lined case.

Important Points: Production time varies
sometimes the tables are able to be shipped quickly
and other time 2-3 weeks may be required prior
to shipping.

$700

Banachek & Phillip Ryan’s
Fall 2.0

This is one of the strongest effects you can do with a
Sharpie marker. A Sharpie is used during your
performance. It is then placed on a table or on a glass.
The performer concentrates and the pen falls
dramatically to the floor. Simple, direct yet powerful.
Both Banachek and Ryan have had people screaming
and even running out of a room!

KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER:  You can control
the time of the drop of the pen (up to 2 minutes).  You
can now USE the Sharpie to write with.  No magnets
or thread.  You can be as far away as you like from the pen when it falls.  Includes
gimmick Sharpie plus download video (the original FALL tutorial plus an update by
Philip.)  Perform surrounded anytime, anywhere.  EASY TO DO!  Now with FALL 2.0
you can hand the Sharpie to a spectator or use it to write something down just like a
regular Sharpie—then when you are ready place the cap on and upon your command
have the pen fall off a deck of cards, a table top or wherever you place it.

NOTE: Each unit is hand-made by Philip to ensure they work 100%.
$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/losander-floating-table-original-with-anti-gravity-box/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fall-2-0-by-banachek-and-philip-ryan-vortex/
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Puzzling Surprises!
Magic 3D Puzzle
Close-Up Version

Stevens Magic has sold variations of this effect
since the 1980’s and it continues to be one of
the best because you can apply whatever
message you want to it. While the pocket size
differs in that it does not have the wood frame,
it does balance that by using a frosted, acrylic
box, which is a nice trade-off. And with respects
to TCC they utilize a different methodology.

The Wood Blocks are made out of Brazilian
rosewood and have a polished surface and
chamfered edges that make it feel good to the
touch.

Frosted Acrylic Case:  we have included an acrylic case, which not only is a part of
the performance, but also doubles as a storage box.

Most tile puzzles are big and bulky to carry around. The large size also restricts its
use to more formal performances, such as in small theaters or trade shows. The
overall size of the Amazing 3D Puzzle Blocks is 8cm x 6.6cm x 4cm, which is
very small. While the methodology is different than the Magic Puzzle—it is still is
a great mind blower!.

$50
Magic Square’s

Sudoku 2.0
Sudoku 2.0 makes the perfect addition to our
Wallets series. This innocent-looking Sudoku
game card looks just like something you would
receive in a magazine. Perfect to carry in your
wallet for those on the spot performances.
Sudoku 2.0 is a magic square but with a
difference, there is zero memory work required
and even if you have never performed a magic
square before you will be doing this in minutes!

Sudoku 2.0 comes with approximately 80 game
cards and a special Out To Lunch Band to
perform one of the routines featured on the
tutorial video. Add Sudoku 2.0 to your wallet and always be ready to perform a
super cool Magic Square! If you love the Magic Square, this is a must have.  Easy
to do and fun.

$30
 Refills Available...$17

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-magic-puzzle-3d-close-up-version-tcc/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sudoku-2-0-by-myles-thornton-alakazam/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sudoku-2-0-100-card-refill-refill-kit-only/
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Multiplying Wine Bottles
2 Sets Available!

Stevens Magic Endorsed!  The quality is
amazing. Comes with metal tubes—not
cardboard. Vivid and high resolution colors
and labels. Loaded with extra features which
are not included in most other sets. And all
of this at a price that is 1/5th of what a
comparable set of bottles would have cost
even 5 years ago!  Simply put—you are
getting incredible quality at an incredible price.

A glass and a bottle magically change places
many times under the cover of two tubes.
Then a glass of wine is also poured from a bottle, and now the bottle and full glass
magically transpose! During this process, one after another, bottles magically and
unexpectedly appear from the tubes, till a total of 6 bottles, are on the table!

Easy to perform.  Bottles are the higheset quality and look very realistic.

NOW, also available at Stevens Magic a 3-Bottle Set Multiplying Wine
Bottles!  Get both and you can do a 9 Bottle Routine!

3-Bottle Set...$150                 6-Bottle Set...$250

Not Your Typical Effect!
American Prayer Vase

Big Guy’s Magic is proud and excited to bring to the
magic community a fresh new look—and major
improvement—for the classic Prayer Vase/Genie Bottle
effect. Place the end of a rope (included) into the bottle
and watch as the invisible Genie inside grabs it and
holds on tight! And then watch as he lets go at your
command!

Our vase is a beautiful, professional prop you will be
proud to display and perform. The unique design offers
additional features previously unavailable: The vase
geometry itself allows for an extremely light touch when
performing this trick, making it look all-the-more
impossible. And we’ve incorporated the Magic Carpet™
into the design to quiet any talking that the gimmick
might do. These improvements make the effect not
only easy to perform, but allow handlings that look
truly magical. And to answer the question that

everybody’s been asking: Yes, it is indeed a real Magic Carpet™.

Available in  Rainbow Pastel and Black Mamba.
$25

Not Available in Orange.

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-american-prayer-vase-black-mamba/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/multiplying-wine-bottles-premium-quality-3-bottle-set/
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Ton Onosaka Clever Effects

Top Drop
From Shigeo Futugawa and Ton Onosaka. The
magician produces four cards showing that three
of them have letters on the faces, however, the
fourth card, which has a different colored back,
remains face down. The remaining three letter
cards are then arranged by the magician to spell
out the word “POT.” The fourth card in then finally
turned over and on its face is a photo of teapot,
which matches the spelling of the cards.

Next the magician takes the letter cards and
arranges a completely different word, which is
reads, TOP! But what about the picture card? The
magician turns it over and now it has changed to have a photo of a spinning top!

For a grand finale the magician gives the back of the card a “snap” and a real top,
made of wood drops out on the spectator’s hand. The photo on the card that was
previously shown has now morphed into a solid, physical spinning top – which can
be handed out for examination!  Finally, the picture card is turned over one last time,
and now only shows the “outline” of the top that was previously seen on the card!

 $18

BeCompass DX
The brilliance of Ton Onosaka makes
the Paul Curry’s Mind Freeze even more
amazing.

Imagine...Two Blue and Red Compass
Cards are shown to have arrows point
in the same direction on both sides.
When a “Magnet Card” is put next to
the other arrows the are shown to turn
in the most impossible fashion. After
showing how the magnets on the cards
work, and for the finally the cards are

put on top of each other and when pulled away one card is shown to have way
more arrows than it started with!

Paul Curry is one name that any magician should immediately recognized his
contributions to the art legendary.  This effect is based on his classic “Turnabout”
released approximately 45 years ago. But don’t make the mistake of thinking old
school can’t school you!  As Ton Onosaka adds his beautiful deception to this
classic we have the definition of exponential.  This effect comes with two routines
the Becompass Classic and Modern, both of which are detailed via access to the
online tutorial. But this product is really a spring board that allows you to come up
with your own applications.

 $28

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/becompass-dx-modern-paul-curry-and-ton-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/top-drop-ton-onosaka/
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Ton Onosaka’s
Harmony Coins
Two Sizes Available!!

You receive FOUR coins and ONE
expanded shell.  Carefully paying
attention to detail, Ton has rounded the
edges of the square hole in each coin to
form a circle.  This allows you to place
the expanded shell anywhere on the coin
for a perfect fit.  Beautiful black and gold
color design provides excellent contrast.

Half  Dollar...$45
Dollar...$75

Morgan Dollar shown for size
comparison only, does not

come with set!
BONUS:  While supplies last.  DVD of J.B. Bobo
teaching a coins across effect that can be
performed using these coins.

Phil Goldstein’s
Mind’s Eye Deck

If you don’t have this effect—you should!  Stop
wasting your money on empty new offerings and
look in the past to find something that is NEW to
you “AND” has substance! One of the greatest
mentalism effects available! You’ll love performing
this one. The performer displays a deck of about
40 cards. They are blank on the backs (so they
cannot be marked). On the face of each card is a
different simple drawing.

A deck of 40 blank-backed drawings are shuffled.
The performer turns his back and a spectator is
instructed to cut the pack, remove the card cut to
and replace the rest of the cards in their box. The
spectator concentrates on the drawing on the
chosen card, then pockets it. Before the performer
turns around, he begins to accurately describe (or
draw) the selected image.  No Force Involved!

Taking a pad of paper, the performer makes a
sketch which proves to be an exact duplicate of the
chosen design. A great combination from Phil
Goldstein and Ton Onosaka.

Note: Copyrighted images from Andy Martin, used with permission from
www.martinsmagic.com

$45

Ton Onosaka Masterpieces

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/minds-eye-deck-phil-goldstein-ton-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/harmony-coins-half-dollar-ton-onosaka/
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Ton Onosaka Gems
Card Mirage
AVAILABLE AGAIN!!

After a card is chosen the magician
displays four see-through plastic
cards, covered with small dots.
Cards are shown on both sides,
each to represent a suit. The
spectator chooses one, which he
is, told represents his chosen suit.
On turning the card over a fully
printed card face appears on the
card, which matches selection.
Just a magical as the image
appeared; it now fades leaving the
magician with the four
transparencies once again.  A
combination of simple slight-of-
hand and space-age technology.

$22.50

Coin Purses
Ton is one of the most humble and truly magical person’s
in magic!  He is also known as one of magic’s greatest
creative thinkers and craftsman of fine products.  When it
comes to coin purses—there are none better than the
Onosaka Coin Purses.  Don’t be fooled by knock-offs.  They
are just the right size for carrying those few special coins
you always want in your pockets.  They are constructed of
the finest and softest leather as only Ton can make.  These
purses now come in three sizes.  Get them now!

 Regular (Pressure Release)...$20
Large (Pressure Release)...$22.50

Tonte
Tonte is one of the best contemporary jumbo
card montes since the Fred Kaps routine of
the classic, Sidewalk Shuffle.  It is an
unbelievable effect where the jumbo 10s
changes, one by one, into Queens.  You’ll love
handling these five specially printed, durable,
plastic-coated cards.  Add this to your
repertoire and you won’t be sorry.

Poker Size...$16.50      Jumbo Size...$25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-mirage-ton-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tonte-jr-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-purse-large-pressure-release-onosaka/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Penny Dreadful
Most all of us enjoy magic that is interactive,
fun, light-hearted and packs a quick punch!
This unique application from Christopher
Taylor, satisfies all of this and more!

Enjoy a reenactment of the ‘Famous
Edwardian Parlor Game,’ in which a player
mysteriously solves a grizzly murder using a
pendulum and their psychic intuition. The
kicker? The player unknowingly also intuits
the victim’s exact time of death.

The set includes:  Specially Prepared Set Of Photo Game
Cards, Vintage Pocket Watch Pendulum.  Gimmicked Sharpie
Pen, Sample Prepared Envelopes and A surefire method for
teaching a participant how to use a pendulum in only two
minutes. Also, full performance and detailed instructions online
made available upon receipt of the physical product.

Parlor Size...$55

2021 Kennedy Coin
Casket Divination

You are supplied with the absolute
highest quality turned brass coin casket.
A non-gimmicked regular Half-Dollar is
also included. You do not need anything
other than what is provided.  Ask the
spectator to open the casket and to place
the Half-Dollar either heads or tails on
top, but wait until your back is turned.
They close the lid over the casket! Ask

them to concentrate on the coin and IMMEDIATELY you are able to disclose
which side of the coin is on top!

Comes with TWO different brilliant methods for divination—allowing you to control
which one you execute and really throwing the spectators off the mark.  Comes
complete with bag, precision-made coin casket in brass and special 2021 Kennedy
Half-Dollar.  Made for us exclusively by our partners at MMJ Magic.

Important:  This item is no longer going to be machined in the near future.  Now
is the time to stock up with the great price!  Please be aware that this is NOT
valid with any other promotion or additional discount.

 (Regular Price...$45, SAVE $15.00!)  Buy 2 For...$75

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/brass-divination-casket-ltd-edition-2021-kennedy-half-combo-special-price/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/penny-dreadful-detective-parlor-version-taylor-imagineering/
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Nemo 1500
Johnny Thompson’s sign-ature
effect! If you’ve seen Johnny
perform this miracle, you fully
understand the huge impact you
receive, when a spectator’s freely
chosen card is—beforehand
predicted and a $20.00 bill or
$100.00 bill is offered to the
spectator IF the prediction is wrong!
Of course, it is NOT wrong and the
performer comes out on top each
time. A card is shown in a wallet before starting the effect and then exposed at the
end for the correct prediction. But even better, the magician claims they were SO
certain that particular card would be chosen, they had that card embossed on the
backside of the wallet that was holding the predicted card!

Upon turning over the wallet—sure enough—the spectator’s freely chosen card is
embossed on the leather wallet! Oh, so clever! Comes complete with everything
you need, a professional routine for professionals. Constructed of high-quality leather.
No sleights required. The effect works itself and you can spend your time focusing
on the presentation. (Excellent for all languages!)

$125

Ken Brooke Exclusives
Driebeck Die

Available in 2 Sizes!
Customers have waited a long time for the
return of this fantastic item!  And so have
we!  One of the greatest items from the Ken
Brooke Magic Range is available in a Stage
Size as well as a Close-Up size.  Audiences
love it!  Easy to perform.  Seems impossible.

Comes complete with everything you need
to do this fabulous effect. One of Stevens Magic’s
top sellers of all time!

Mini  (Close-Up) Version...$65
Large (Stage) Version...$145

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/driebeck-die-ken-brooke-large/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/driebeck-die-ken-brooke-mini-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/driebeck-die-ken-brooke-large/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nemo-1500-ken-brooke/
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Not Your Typical Effect!

Ken Brooke Chop Cups
 Various Sizes

Technically, The Ken Brooke cups are unique as the gaff is spun in on the outside
of the cup rather than on the inside. This means the inside of the cup is seamless.
It is an old style of gaffing a cup, but perfectly functional and authentic in every
way. Some early versions of this cup had a gaff that was so strong you had to really
slam the cup to dislodge the ball, adjustments have been made to the gaff to
achieve a better balance and now a much lighter touch is all that is required.

Buy any Chop Cup and get FREE Chop Cup Booklet!

Master Copper...$160          Junior Copper...$150
  Junior Aluminum...$90

4K Color Vision
Statistics proves it 126.99% more fooling!
Highly Recommended by Mark Stevens!
This is a load of fun of only $20 and it is
constructed RIGHT! This incredible update to
the classic color vision box is a multi-phase jaw-
dropper with a simple prop that you can perform
anytime, anywhere.

A simple toy die with colored spots on each side
is placed inside a box by the spectator and you
can name the color every time! Each phase
becomes more impossible, as you continue to
divine the color out of the clear blue sky without
touching the box! You can even name the color when the spectator has placed the
die into the box behind their back and closed it without anyone watching!

And the best part… there are no electronics, batteries, remotes, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi,
apps, stooges, mirrors, magnets or other gadgets & gizmos. This is analog magic
at its finest—pure, simple, and direct.

$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-junior-chop-cup-copper-polished-finish/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-junior-chop-cup-copper-polished-finish/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brook-junior-chop-cup-aluminum-polished-finish/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-ken-brooke-master-chop-cup-copper-satin-finish/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/4k-color-vision-box-2/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Terror Of  The Evil

Eye Exposed
PLUS

The Jeremey
Weiss Eclectic Kit
Available in limited
quantities —This is the Jeremey
Weiss— Temple of Miriam.  We
asked the Dr. of all things
mysterious to put together some
of his creative ideas for our
clients, and we are excited he
obliged. If you like eccentric
mentalism related artifacts the
Temple of Miriam and Jeremy
Weiss delivers.  First a fantastic

revised version of Gamache’s Terrors of the EVIL EYE Exposed book—
restored by Dr. Jeremy Weiss and Katherine Yronwode.   This book needs to be
displayed prominently in your library. But also you get three value-added pieces.
The miniature Ouija board with mini planchette, the Energy Crystal which changes
color based on the energy of the sitter, and a great ice-breaker—the Evil Eye
Bracelet that comes with a QR code for more details.  This makes one interesting
and unique kit exclusively available at Stevens Magic.

The Evil Eye is a curse as the result of a jealous glare from a person, animal,
demon, or even the Eye itself. This malevolent force has been documented
continuously since 600 BCE, in all parts of the globe, and in almost every culture
in some form or another!

In 1946, Henri Gamache compiled extensive information about the Evil Eye into
a book which was released under the title “Terrors of the Evil Eye Exposed”
(and again later as “Protection Against the Evil Eye”). Seventy five years later, the
most famous living hoodoo practitioner Miss Catherine Yronwode of the Lucky
Mojo Publishing Company and Dr. Jeremy Weiss of the Temple of Miriam the
Prophetess have restored and revised this essential text.

This new edition is 96 pages and has double the content of the original book! It
has comprehensive information about the history of the Evil Eye, the effects of the
Evil Eye, how it can be cast, averted, diagnosed, and cured. Learn how to protect
yourself and your loved ones and order a copy signed and blessed by
Dr. Jeremy Weiss.

Available in Limited Quantities...$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/terror-of-the-evil-eye-exposed-plus-the-jeremy-weiss-eclectic-kit/
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Worth The Read

The Bigger Book Of  BOO!
By Lary Kuehn

New UPDATED second printing. Forward by Jime
Magus. Here in one concise volume was the off the
wall thinking of Larry Baukin, Scott Davis, Linc
Darklon, Adrian Devlyn, Joseph Fraher, Maskelyn
Ye Mage, Jim Magus, and Terry Tyson all tied
together by Everett.

Contents Include:  The Key from the Past 1982
Encounters 1987 (compilation of three manuscripts
The Gathering, Cassandra Potter and Ghosts on the
Table), Encounter with Terror 1987, The Big Book
of BOO 1988 (including Ye Olde Dictionary of Dark
and Arcane Verbage), The Ghost Notebook 1992,
Flickers, Wood from a Haunted House, The Curious Stickpin, The Ghostly Message,
The Stake & The Vampire and The Letter.

All have been carefully updated to reflect the availability of “new” gadgets that
hadn’t even been invented when the originals were released. And then there are
those routines where using the “old ways” are still the best. Book has 192 pages
and is a softbound, 9x6 inches.

$49.50

Mr. Jennings, Take It Easy
By Richard Kaufman

“The enormous Larry Jennings book you’ve
been waiting for.  This is an absolute gorgeous
tome in every aspect.  The quality of the
production in every aspect measures firmly up
to par.  The images are crisp and clean and
perfectly shot and executed.  The below
summarized ad copy doesn’t do it justice.
Kaufman has produced a book worthy of a
legend” – Mark Stevens

Book Contains:  A new Royal Road To Card
Magic, Jennings Style, Over 120 tricks, Over 120
sleights and techniques, 1,400 photographs.

Improve your basic card handling and new ways to do the sleights you think you
know.  This book has it all...learn amazing tricks!

Book has been written by Richard Kaufman with photos by Julie Eng.  It is an
Oversized hardcover book with over 580 pages, printed on acid free art paper and
has Smyth-Sewn binding to lay flat.

$120

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mr-jennings-takes-it-easy-by-richard-kaufman-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bigger-book-of-boo-by-lary-kuehn-book/
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From Funny To Dangerous!
Murky Manifestations

By Mark Strivings
If you are a devotee of…Close-Up Magic, Mentalism,
Bizarre magic, Séances, Spirit Magick... listen up!

This is for you. I come to you today to announce the
release of a collection like no other in the history of
magic. I have always been drawn to things that are
off the beaten path. I have nothing against the road
more-travelled, but have always preferred it’s less-
travelled sibling. And nowhere is that more true than
in how I approach magic, in all of its forms.

Most of these are ‘happenings’ that if one didn’t
know better, might be ascribed to the spirits. In the course of my career I have used
a great many of these pieces of ‘spirit stuff’ in my own performances and have
reveled in the fact that I alone was privy to what was happening, even among the
majority of my conjuring friends.

Over the years my file marked ‘Spirit Stuff’ has swollen to over 500 references of
all kinds. These range from the sublime to the ridiculous to the downright dangerous.
It is with the utmost pleasure that I can now announce the publication of… Murky
Manifestations by Mark Strivings

Mark Strivings has taken his massive personal file of over 500 references of all
kinds of spirit-attributed references and culled out over 70 pieces, collected them
between two covers and they are now available to you.

In addition to sweeping extra commentary and updates on the vast majority of
what is presented, Mark has also included a detailed bibliography of all 500+
references from his files, complete with commentary. This is invaluable all by itself.

Included in this wide-ranging collection is everything from multiple spirit bells,
oodles of work on the haunted key, at least a half-dozen rapping hand references,
nearly two dozen spirit rapping references, a ton of spirit writing material, a bunch
of PK material, at least dozen items for dark séance, and so much more!

Guest contributors include Dan Harlan, John Bannon and Ian Adair.

It will be virtually impossible to read this tome and not be overrun with ideas for
presentations, regardless of what type of magic that you do. There’s no other
book like this anywhere in the entirety of magic. This invaluable reference is one
to which you will return over and over. All of this is including in over 120
pages, comb bound in card covers.

$60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/murky-manifestations-by-mark-strivings-book/



